BRISBANE NORTHSIDE
ARM BOWLERS ASSOCIATION INC
Contact: Tony Watson 0408 766 992

Email: brisbanenorthsidearmbowlers@gmail.com

Rules for Holding a BNABA Tournament
Any Club proposing to hold a BNABA Event must meet the criteria below in order to hold the event:
1. Our events are opened to ALL Arm Bowlers, whether or not they are a member of BNABA,
however preference will be given to BNABA Financial Members.
2. Our preferred events are for Pairs in the format of 2x4x2 and 3 Bowls Pairs and these will be
timed events, however, other formats are welcome to be discussed prior to the event.
3. BNABA will pay a fee of $15 per person playing to the Club holding the event on the day and
this will cover all Green Fees, Tea, Coffee and Biscuits upon arrival and Tea, Coffee and a
Sandwich at the break. Other options will need to be discussed in advance of the Event.
4. BNABA will charge participants a fee of $20 to play in these Tournaments and the additional
$5 will go towards Insurances and other costs incurred by the Association.
5. BNABA will run a raffle at each of these events and the proceeds will go toward our
Insurances, Administration and other Associated Costs.
6. Sponsorship for any Prize Monies for the day will be organised by BNABA, unless previously
discussed by the Hosting Club with BNABA and the Club holding the event will allow our
Sponsors to display their banners around the greens and promotional information (if
required) will be made available inside the Hosting Club on the day. Sponsors are to supply
and organise these items.
7. Whilst every effort will be made to fill the Greens on the Day, BNABA in no way guarantees
any particular number of entries to any particular event.
8. ALL BNABA Tournaments are primarily for Arm Bowlers and we require that anyone using an
Arm in our Tournament uses it for the entire day, unless prior arrangements with the
Committee are put into place.
I hope these basic Rules are acceptable to everyone concerned and we look forward to holding a
Tournament at your Venue in the near future.
Tony Watson
President
Brisbane Northside Arm Bowlers Association
0408 766 992
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